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Abstract

Recently, several studies on propaganda de-
tection have involved document and fragment-
level analyses of news articles. However,
there are significant data and modeling chal-
lenges dealing with fine-grained detection of
propaganda on social media. In this work,
we present TWEETSPIN, a dataset containing
tweets that are weakly annotated with different
fine-grained propaganda techniques, and pro-
pose a neural approach to detect and categorize
propaganda tweets across those fine-grained
categories. These categories include specific
rhetorical and psychological techniques, rang-
ing from leveraging emotions to using logical
fallacies. Our model relies on multi-view repre-
sentations of the input tweet data to (a) extract
different aspects of the input text including the
context, entities, their relationships, and exter-
nal knowledge; (b) model their mutual inter-
play; and (c) effectively speed up the learning
process by requiring fewer training examples.
Our method allows for representation enrich-
ment leading to better detection and categoriza-
tion of propaganda on social media. We verify
the effectiveness of our proposed method on
TWEETSPIN and further probe how the implicit
relations between the views impact the perfor-
mance. Our experiments show that our model
is able to outperform several benchmark meth-
ods and transfer the knowledge to relatively
low-resource news domains.

1 Introduction

Propaganda refers to any idea or information, that
is often false or exaggerated, and is used to promote
or publicize a particular cause or point of view. In
recent years, there has been a surge in research and
development of methods to detect propaganda from
text. For example, some of the earlier works like
(Rashkin et al., 2017a) and (Barrón-Cedeno et al.,
2019) released a corpus of news articles containing
coarse-grained document-level annotation of pro-
paganda. Da San Martino et al. (2019b) described

a corpus of news articles containing annotations of
18 fine-grained propaganda techniques. Following
this work, two subtasks were presented as a part of
NLP4IF workshop (Da San Martino et al., 2019a)
that focused on the identification of propagandist
text units at fragment and sentence level.

We believe that the challenge for this task lies in
the varied nature of propaganda techniques, includ-
ing cognitive and information distortion and logical
fallacies. The challenges are further exacerbated in
the social media setting, which has become a key
battleground in the spread of propaganda. Research
on propaganda detection in social media platforms
like Twitter has been limited by the: (a) lack of suf-
ficiently annotated social media propaganda data,
(b) idiosyncratic nature of the content on social
media, (c) difficulty in modeling the social con-
text in which propaganda is disseminated, and (d)
varying propaganda techniques that require factual
knowledge, structural relationships, and reasoning
abilities.

In this work, we address a subset of both the
data and modeling challenges. First, we introduce
TWEETSPIN, a corpus of tweets containing weak
labels of fine-grained propaganda techniques. We
accomplish this through a data collection pipeline
that incorporates keyword-based search and users
calling out propaganda techniques publicly on Twit-
ter (see Figure 1 for examples). Next, we present
a transformer-based multi-view propaganda detec-
tion model, MV-PROP, that identifies varied aspects
of the textual data using multi-view contextual em-
beddings and captures their interaction via pairwise
cross-view transformers. The main contributions
of this work are described as follows:
(1) Creation of the TWEETSPIN corpus containing
weak annotations of fine-grained propaganda tech-
niques for tweets.
(2) An end-to-end Transformer-based MV-PROP

model augmented with multiple views that infuse
context, relational information and external knowl-
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I see no reason to denounce, condemn,
or otherwise even care about "ABC"

challenging the Electoral College.
Democrats have done it since 2000 in
each election where the GOP won and

no one cared then either.

Whataboutism again? "ABC" is a
fraud. No citizen of any party should

vote for him for anything again. That’s
all you had to say.

A new XYZ poll shows that 47% of likely
voters believe "there was enough fraud to
ensure ABC would win" This isn't some
sort of 'conspiracy theory' when half of

America believes it. Where is the activist
media? Where is the DOJ? RT!

This is what's called the bandwagon
fallacy. Just because a lot of people

believe something, that doesn't make it
true.

I don't want to be treated like someone's
daughter. This is a nice sentiment, but I want
to be treated like a human being, and I don't
want to be infantilized in order to have my
thoughts and feelings considered by men.

What about us who's abusers were IN
the family? Those men were already

treating us like their daughters, sisters,
cousins.

User 1

User 2

Your party has literally spent decades falsely
accusing pro-choice Americans of murder.

You are trying to justify murder. This has been
done before - the NAZIs defined certain people
as less than human before slaughtering them.

Reductio ad hitlerium is a technical foul.
You may as well condemn people for

wearing Hugo Boss because the Nazis did.

User 1

User 3

User 2

Why did President Biden barely address
the border crisis last night? 

Because he created it and has no plan to
fix it.

I don’t watch anything President Biden
says or does. He does not instill

confidence. He makes this country
appear weak. This Country needs a
Leader , one who’ll take command!

What has he done to make the
country look week? What about his
policies has made you feel like you
can't rely on him. In the first 100

days, he has done more for the people
than Trump did in the last six years
since he started talking about being

president. tRump sowed division

I don’t know what your looking at but I
loved President Trump. He made me and
plenty of people proud to be Americans.
It’s all about perspective. I’ll stand by

him whether he seeks the office again or
supports whomever he feels is best for

this country.

So, you said president Biden make
you ill, I rebutted that, and then you
use an unrelated topic to counter my

rebuttal. This is called a Red Herring.
It is a fallacy. You should look at how

fallacy rules your world.

User B

User C

User C

User B

User A

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T1 T2

T3 T4

Towards Future

Towards Past

Self-dependency

Inter-dependency

Propaganda Keyword  
Expansion

 Keyword-based Tweets
Retrieval

Tweet Filtration Data Augmentation
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Figure 1: Data from TWEETSPIN where users are being
called out for using specific propaganda techniques.

edge into the representation and capture their pair-
wise interactions through cross-view transformers.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
that incorporates such multi-view representations
for the propaganda detection task.
(3) We conduct experiments using TWEETSPIN

to demonstrate the capability of our model in
detecting fine-grained propaganda techniques for
tweets. We also demonstrate the transferability of
our model to data from the news domain.

2 Related Work

This work is closely related to a broad spectrum
of topics, including offensive language detection,
computational argumentation, and fake news de-
tection. Some of the propaganda techniques might
overlap with the categories of argumentation tech-
niques (e.g., strawman argument) or offensive lan-
guage (e.g., name-calling). However, there are
considerable variations in propaganda techniques
across different social contexts. Thus, methods
used for the detection of offensive language or ar-
gumentation techniques may not be directly trans-
ferable to fine-grained propaganda detection. In
this section, we review the prior researches in two
main areas that are relevant to our work – (a) pro-
paganda analyses and detection and (b) multi-view
representation learning.

Propaganda Analyses and Detection Research
in propaganda detection has primarily focused on
document-level analysis. A work by Rashkin et
al. (Rashkin et al., 2017b) constructed a corpus
of news stories from eight different sources and
labeled them with four broad categories – pro-
paganda, hoax, trusted, and satire. Barron et al.
(Barrón-Cedeno et al., 2019) addressed some of
the limitations of the previous work by obtaining
more data using distant supervision. They explored
a range of features such as keywords, rich repre-
sentations, writing styles, and readability level to
discern propaganda text from other forms of news

stories by casting it as a binary classification prob-
lem. More recently, there has been a dedicated line
of research aimed at identifying fine-grained propa-
ganda methods at the fragment level (Da San Mar-
tino et al., 2019b,a). This involved a manually an-
notated corpus flagging specific text spans in news
articles as containing one of 18 propaganda tech-
niques beyond the binarized setting used earlier.
Various text classification models (Da San Martino
et al., 2019a; Alhindi et al., 2019) incorporating
TF-IDF features (Li et al., 2019) and contextual
representations (e.g. BERT (Zellers et al., 2019),
RoBERTa and ELMo (Cruz et al., 2019)) have been
proposed to handle this fragment-level task. To
detect propaganda on social media, many studies
(Williamson III and Scrofani, 2019; Caldarelli et al.,
2020) utilize datasets that contain propaganda con-
tent spread on social media by Russian-based IRA
(Farkas and Bastos, 2018; Miller, 2019) or extrem-
ists (Johnston and Weiss, 2017; Nizzoli et al., 2019).
Subsequent works investigated the influence of pro-
paganda on public opinion (Caldarelli et al., 2020)
and the techniques applied to disseminate targeted
political agenda (Gorrell et al., 2019). Another
recent work (Wang et al., 2020b) leveraged cross-
domain learning approach to label propagandistic
content. Wang et al. (2020b) implement different
classifiers using different informative features and
constraints based on labeled documents and sen-
tences from news and tweets to detect propaganda
within and across domains. Most of these works
either apply bot or troll detection techniques or ap-
ply feature engineering methods to conduct binary
classification of propagandistic content.

Multi-View Representation Learning Multi-
view representation learning has numerous appli-
cations involving images, texts, graphs or videos.
A line of work in computer vision has extensively
studied the benefits of multi-view representation
in embedding social images (Gong et al., 2014),
object detection (Chen et al., 2017), viewpoint clas-
sification (Su et al., 2009), shape/face recognition
(Chen et al., 2017; Su et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016),
to list a few. However, there has been a limited ex-
ploration of multi-view representation explicitly for
texts. For instance, the widely used Seq2Seq with
attention module (Bahdanau et al., 2014), used in
several state-of-the-art NLP tasks, can be seen from
the the perspective of multi-view fusion where in-
formation from different time-steps are fused and
encoded together into a semantic representation.
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More recently, a work by (Bian et al., 2020) fo-
cused on learning to match a resume with a rele-
vant job using multi-view representation learning
approach.

Unlike previous studies that either focused on
news articles or individual social media posts, our
work performs a fine-grained analysis of propa-
ganda for tweets considering the importance of
the discussion context. Furthermore, we collect
a weakly-annotated corpus of tweets associated
with different propaganda techniques and develop
a multi-view learning approach that has not yet to
the best of our knowledge been explored for propa-
ganda detection.

3 Problem Definition

Given an input tweet text along with a discussion
context, our goal is to predict if the input text ex-
hibits any propaganda techniques. Determining
the propaganda technique of the input tweet can
be formulated as a multi-class classification prob-
lem. In this work, we denote the input tweet text
as Ti = [w1, w2, .., wNi ], where Ni is the sequence
length of the input text. Each tweet text may be
accompanied by a context Ci = [T1, T2, ..., Ti−1],
referring to M prior tweets in the discussion thread
related to the input tweet Ti. Every input text
might not necessarily contain a context (in such
a case, M = 0). In this task, the target is to de-
velop a model that can learn a mapping function
f : T 7→ pk, where k ∈ 1, 2, ..., L, pk ∈ P indi-
cates one of the L propaganda labels and p1 de-
notes the special case of non-propaganda category
or absence of any propaganda technique.

4 TWEETSPIN

We construct a dataset of English-language tweets,
referred to as the TWEETSPIN corpus, contain-
ing weak annotations of 18 propaganda techniques
same as in (Da San Martino et al., 2019b). Table
B1 shows the full statistics of our dataset.

Our data collection pipeline consists of three
components: (a) propaganda keyword expansion,
(b) keyword-based tweet retrieval, (c) tweet filtra-
tion and (d) data augmentation.
Propaganda Keyword Expansion: For each pro-
paganda technique, we select the name of the tech-
nique as the initial keyword. This works well for
techniques that cannot be easily characterized by
specific lexical patterns. Typical examples of such
techniques include red herring, obfuscation, causal

oversimplification, and strawmen. Additionally,
we expand the list of keywords related to some of
the propaganda techniques by combining informa-
tion from publicly available resources including
technique-specific phrases, idioms, and examples
listed in Table B2.

Keyword-based Tweet Retrieval: We use Twit-
ter’s standard search API to ingest tweets based on
the keywords identified from the previous step. We
enclose the keywords or phrases within quotation
marks. We observed that many Twitter users explic-
itly call out any usage of specific propaganda tech-
niques in their discussions on the platform. There-
fore, we select quoted tweets and replies contain-
ing keywords related to the propaganda techniques.
Additionally, we search for tweets containing both
the word "you" along with the identified keywords
to capture instances where the users call out the
usage of propaganda techniques.

Tweet Filtration: Given the tweets retrieved based
on the keywords, we remove tweets that are ex-
tremely short (less than 5 words) and those that
are replies to tweets from deleted or protected ac-
counts. For the remaining tweets, we collect the
discussion thread for each tweet which provide the
context for the tweet. Though the tweet threads
may involve complex tree structures with different
reply branches, we are only interested in the spe-
cific branch of the tree that contains the tweet being
called out for using specific propaganda techniques.
In tweet threads that are long (>50 tweets in a dis-
cussion thread), not all tweets in the discussion
context might be important for the classification
task. Thus, we apply temporal filtering on such
discussion threads, where we only retain the source
tweet and discussion context that falls in a 7-day
window before a particular tweet was being called
out as propagandistic.

Data Augmentation: We adopt data augmenta-
tion strategies to handle potential data scarcity and
also address the problem of overfitting. We em-
ploy linguistically informed transformations of text
to prevent meaning distortion leading to new mis-
classification errors (Li et al., 2020). Hence, we
randomly select 10% of examples from each class
from our training set and perform linguistically in-
formed augmentations using the code from Li et al.
(2020).

Manual Validation of TWEETSPIN We randomly
sampled 1,000 samples from the TWEETSPIN cor-
pus containing the tweet to be classified, the prior
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context, and anonymized user information indicat-
ing if the text in the discussion context is from the
same user or a different user. Three MTurk workers
annotated each of these samples with one of the 19
propaganda techniques (18 techniques + 1 for non-
propaganda). The definitions of the propaganda
techniques were made available to the MTurk work-
ers for reference. The inter-rater reliability as cal-
culated using Fleiss’ κ was 0.85, indicating a sub-
stantial agreement between the annotators. The
agreement between the labels in our corpus and the
labels provided by the annotators (through majority
agreement) was 89.3%, indicating the relative high
fidelity of our corpus, especially given its reliance
on a weak-annotation scheme.

5 MV-PROP: Multi-View Propaganda
Detection

Here, we describe our proposed model for fine-
grained propaganda detection on social media. Un-
like the fragment-level classification task used for
propaganda detection in news articles, we formu-
late this problem as a text classification task where
we aim to map the input tweet text to one of the
several propaganda labels conditioning on the dis-
cussion thread context if it exists (as explained in
Section 3). Figure 2 illustrates the overview of our
model architecture. Inspired from the literature in
multi-modal learning (Tsai et al., 2019), we pro-
pose a transformer-based multi-view propaganda
detection model, MV-PROP, that integrates multi-
view contextual embeddings via pairwise cross-
view transformers. The main motivation behind
such a modeling choice comes from the fact that
different propaganda techniques require focus on
varying aspects of the data. For example, propa-
ganda techniques like loaded language can be iden-
tified from the usage of specific words or phrases,
while repetition or red herring necessitates a con-
textual understanding of the tweet. Similarly, most
propaganda techniques can benefit from word sense
disambiguation and entity information that can
be accumulated from external knowledge sources.
Thus, the fine-grained differences between these
propaganda techniques call for multi-view repre-
sentations that can unravel such variations in the
data. Our MV-PROP model comprises the follow-
ing components:
Multi-View Encoding Layer, which computes
multi-view representation from input tweet Ti and
context Ci.

Cross-View Transformer, that reinforces repre-
sentations obtained from a specific view with those
computed from another view. We compute this for
all pairs of such cross-view transformers.
Classification Layer, which fuses the embeddings
from the previous step and computes the likelihood
of the input tweet with the given context belonging
to a particular propaganda label.

5.1 Multi-View Encoding Layer

In this work, we compute three different views: (a)
context-aware semantic view, which derives seman-
tic representation from text and context by leverag-
ing a pre-trained language model, (b) relationship
structure view, that calculates a relational represen-
tation by applying relation-based graph neural net-
work on dependency graph and speaker-dependent
context graph, and (c) knowledge-enriched view,
which enriches the input tweet embedding with dif-
ferent kinds of knowledge. We discuss them in
detail in subsequent sections.

5.1.1 Context-Aware Semantic View
The accompanying discussion context of a tweet
can significantly shift how the tweet is perceived
and hence plays a critical role in determining the
propaganda technique used in the given tweet.
Therefore, we employ a hierarchical incremental
transformer encoder to obtain a context-aware se-
mantic representation of the tweet text. Inspired
from some of the existing hierarchical approaches
(Zhang et al., 2019; Liu and Lapata, 2019), we im-
plement a two-level transformer encoding process:
(a) a tweet encoder fT that operates at the word-
level to transform each tweet into an embedding
including those in the discussion thread and (b) a
context encoder fC that enriches the input tweet
representation by capturing the influence of the pre-
vious tweets in the discussion thread relevant to our
classification task. Thus, we learn a context-aware
semantic view of the given input tweet.

We utilize a BERT-based pretrained language
model (Devlin et al., 2018) as our tweet encoder,
fT . Each tweet Tj = [w1, w2, ...wNj ] is fed to the
wordpiece tokenization algorithm. Here Nj is the
number of words in the tweet text. We add special
tokens [CLS] and [SEP ] at the start and end of
the tokenized tweet token list. We feed each tweet
text into the BERT model and produce contextual
word embedding as:

Ĥj = [ĥ1j , ĥ
2
j , ..., ĥ

Nj

j ] = fT (Tj) = BERT (Tj) (1)
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Figure 2: Illustration of our MV-PROP model.

We obtain an overall tweet embedding by perform-
ing a maxpool operation on the contextual word
embeddings intended primarily to retain the impor-
tant information in each dimension:

hsj = maxpool(Ĥj) (2)

The choice of maxpool was made after considering
other options like average pooling and [CLS] token
representation. We found the maxpool worked best
for our classification task.

Given an input tweet Ti and its prior context
{Tk}i−1

k=1, we account for the sequence information
in the discussion context by performing an element-
wise summation of the tweet embedding hsj with
the positional embedding pk. We compute the po-
sition incorporated tweet context embeddings as:

C(<i) = [hs1, h
s
2, ..., h

s
i−1]⊙ [p1, p2..., pi−1] (3)

Since our goal is to detect the propaganda tech-
nique used in the input tweet by conditioning on
the prior context, we enrich the input tweet em-
bedding using the information from the computed
context embeddings C(<i). This is done by feed-
ing the input tweet and the context representations
to a context encoder, fC , comprising NC trans-
former encoding layers. However, we introduce an
additional context-attention sub-layer in the trans-
former layer that integrates discussion context into
the encoder. This is implemented as:

U (l) = MHATT(Ĥ
(l−1)
i , Ĥ

(l−1)
i , Ĥ

(l−1)
i )

V (l) = MHATT(U (l), C(<i), C(<i))

H
(l)
i = FFN(V (l))

Hcas = H
(NC)
i

(4)

where l refers to the lth context encoding layer,
l ∈ 1, 2, ..., NC , MHATT and FFN refer to the
multi-head attention step and feed-forward network
in each transformer encoding layer and H1

i = Ĥi,

C(<t) is the prior discussion context embedding as
computed in Equation 3 and H

(l)
i is the embedding

of the input tweet at the lth layer. The output from
the NC-th layer is the final context-aware semantic
view Hcas of the input tweet Ti.

5.1.2 Relationship Structure View
The goal of this view is to compute a hierarchi-
cal relational embedding that captures two main
aspects: (a) dependency graph-based structural in-
formation from individual tweets and (c) speaker-
dependent structural relationships from the discus-
sion context. First, we intuit that a representa-
tion that encapsulates the syntactic structures ex-
plicitly and learns relationships between specific
words and phrases can better guide the propaganda
detection model. We explain the reason as fol-
lows. Certain words can express an attitude or
sentiment towards specific key terms or entities in
the sentence. Despite the advantages of using flat
attention-based models, the limitations of assigning
higher attention scores to irrelevant words or wrong
associations can lead to performance degradation.
Additionally, we differentiate between the input
tweet user’s previous tweets and the other users’
tweets in the discussion context. We believe that
self-dependency (relationship between input tweet
user’s previous tweets in the context) and inter-
speaker dependency (relationship between input
tweet with other users’ tweets in the context) can
be critical to understanding the speaker motivation
(or intention) or attitudinal/sentiment shifts in the
conversation. Therefore, both these aspects require
the extraction of some form of structural relation-
ship. Recently, graph neural networks (Scarselli
et al., 2008; Schlichtkrull et al., 2018; Kipf and
Welling, 2016; Veličković et al., 2017) have been
applied to tackle challenges in effective representa-
tion of nodes from graph-structured data and have
proven effective in a number of NLP applications
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such as aspect-level sentiment analysis (Huang and
Carley, 2019; Wang et al., 2020a), reading com-
prehension (Tu et al., 2019; Zhang, 2020; Song
et al., 2018) and relation extraction (Fu et al., 2019;
Zhang et al., 2018). However, most of the models
like graph-convolution networks (GCN) (Kipf and
Welling, 2016) or graph attention networks (GAT)
(Veličković et al., 2017) operate on homogeneous
links or edges. In our work, we introduce a hierar-
chical relation-based graph neural network that can
aggregate incoming information from neighbors
depending on the edge type.

First, we perform coreference resolution1 given
the discussion context tweets and replace the men-
tions with proper entity information. Next, We
apply a dependency parser from (Kong et al., 2014;
Liu et al., 2018) to transform a tweet text into a
dependency parse graph G. This graph is denoted
as G = (V, E ,R) where a node refers to a word
in the tweet text (vk ∈ V ) and a labeled edge indi-
cating a dependency relation between two words
(vk, r, vm) ∈ E , where r ∈ R is a relation type.
Each tweet Tj is converted into a graph Gj . Since
the traditional GAT model fails to consider dif-
ferent relation types into consideration, there is a
significant loss of crucial dependency information.
Following some of the prior work on relation-based
graphical propagation of information (Busbridge
et al., 2019; Veličković et al., 2017; Ishiwatari
et al., 2020), we aggregate embeddings of the kth

node, h̄(l)k , using varied relation-specific influences
of the relation-specific neighborhood nodes N r

k

computed using an attention mechanism. Stacking
NS layers allows information from nodes NS-hops
away to propagate to a particular node. Therefore,
we implement a relational graph attention network
(R-GAT) that intuitively aggregates the incoming
information from different relations with varying
influences. These steps are defined by:

h̄
(l)
k =

∑R
r=1 h̄

(l−1)
kr

h̄
(l−1)
kr =

∑
m∈N r

k
β
r(l−1)
kj W

(l−1)
r h̄

(l−1)
m

β
r(l−1)
km = attention(h̄

(l−1)
k , h̄

(l−1)
m )

H̄j = [h̄NS
1 , h̄NS

2 , ..., h̄NS
Nj

]

(5)

where β
r(l−1)
kj denotes the normalized attention

coefficient calculated using dot-product mechanism
for the node k based on its neighborhood node m
under relation type r. Additionally, we compute
multi-head attention and concatenate its outputs.

1https://spacy.io/universe/project/neuralcoref

We also incorporate relational position embeddings
as in (Ishiwatari et al., 2020). At l = 1, h̄1j is as-
signed to the contextual word embeddings obtained
in Equation 1. Similar to Equation 2, we obtain a
structural information enriched tweet embedding
hrelj for a tweet Tj using maxpool operation on H̄j .

For the input tweet Ti, we differentiate discus-
sion context tweets into two types: (i) TA: tweets
that are produced by the same user as the input
tweet and (ii) TB: tweets that are produced by
all users other than the input tweet user. Us-
ing the computed tweet-level structural embed-
ding hrelj , we construct a graph to account for
speaker-dependent structural relationships (An ex-
ample is shown in Figure B1). This includes two
labeled edges indicating how the input tweet Ti

is influenced by TA (self-dependency) and TB

(inter-speaker dependency). Once the graph is con-
structed, we run R-GAT as in equations 5. Finally,
we obtain relationship structure view of the input
tweet Ti as:

Hrel = H̄
(NR)
i (6)

where NR refers to the number of layers in the
speaker-dependent relationship extraction layer.

5.1.3 Knowledge-Enriched View
Some of the propaganda techniques involve dis-
tortion of facts and data to promote their cause or
point of view. Thus, we intuit that models which in-
fuse external knowledge could potentially improve
the overall performance in our task. Therefore,
the primary aim of the knowledge-enriched view
is to compute a text representation by enriching
them with different kinds of knowledge. We lever-
age K-ADAPTER(F +L) (Wang et al., 2020c) that
combines both factual knowledge and linguistic
knowledge to derive the knowledge-enriched view.
K-ADAPTER acquires factual knowledge from the
relationships among entities in text by training on
a large scale alignment dataset between Wikipedia
abstracts and Wikipedia triples. We modify the in-
put by concatenating the context Ci and input tweet
Ti: “<SEP> context</SEP>input tweet</SEP>”
and use the embedding of the first token to get the
knowledge-enriched view. This is given as:

H̃know = K-ADAPTER(Ti, Ci) (7)

5.2 Cross-View Transformer
First, we fuse the cross-view information between
any two views A and B using an additional multi-
attention sub-layer as in Equation 4. We denote
the three views as S,R,K. Next, we introduce a
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transformer encoder layer on top of the cross-view
transformer layer. Finally, we perform a maxpool
operation on the output from the previous trans-
former layer. These steps are defined by:

HR 7→S = MH-ATT(QueryS ,KeyR, V alueR)

HK 7→S = MH-ATT(QueryS ,KeyK , V alueK)

zS = maxpool(Transformer([HR 7→S ;HK 7→S ]))

(8)

Similarly, we compute zR, zK and feed the con-
catenated outputs to the final classification layer.

5.3 Classification Layer
We calculate the probability that the input tweet
uses a particular propaganda technique using a soft-
max layer, where fp is a fully-connected layer, and
z is the embedding produced by concatenating the
outputs from the previous layer as:

z = zS ||zR||zKq = softmax(fp(z)) (9)

6 Training & Implementation Details

We optimize the categorical cross-entropy loss be-
tween the predicted and true propaganda labels as
in Equation 10, where L is the total number of
propaganda labels, qj is the predicted distribution
that the input tweet falls under propaganda tech-
nique j, and pj ∈ {0, 1} denotes the ground-truth
of whether the input tweet can be categorized under
the jth propaganda label.

LCE =
∑L

j=1−pjlog(qj) (10)

We use the publicly released default pre-trained
model parameters for the BERT variants used. We
perform a grid-search and optimize the hyperpa-
rameters using the validation set: NC = 3, NS =
NR = 2. We used Adam with a learning rate of
α=2e-5 and a warmup proportion of 0.1 for opti-
mization. To account for randomness, we report the
numbers which are the mean of five experimental
runs with different random seeds. To alleviate the
problem of unbalanced datasets, we utilize class
weights in categorical cross-entropy loss based on
the training and validation sets. See Appendix A
for details on the hardware.

7 Experiments

Our experiments are designed to investigate the fol-
lowing research questions:
RQ1: How well does our MV-PROP model per-
form compared to the other baselines in the propa-
ganda detection task on social media data?

RQ2: What are the influences of different views
and their interactions on the overall performance?
RQ3: Can our model be applied to detect propa-
ganda on in-domain and cross-domain datasets?

7.1 Dataset

We run experiments using TWEETSPIN dataset con-
taining 210,392 tweets labeled with 19 propaganda
types (referring to 18 propaganda techniques and 1
non-propaganda label). Due to the imbalance of the
TWEETSPIN dataset, we divide our TWEETSPIN

dataset into training (70%), validation (10%), and
test (20%) sets using a stratified shuffle split2.

7.2 Baselines

We use the following baselines in our experiments:
BERT FT (Devlin et al., 2018) is a fine-tuned ver-
sion of BERTbase model on the input tweets with
and without considering the discussion context.
ROBERTA FT (Liu et al., 2019) is a fine-tuned ver-
sion of ROBERTAbase model on the input tweets
conditioning on the discussion context tweets.
LATEXPRO (Wang et al., 2020d) leverages the
declarative knowledge expressed in both first-order
logic and text. We reimplement a variant of this
model without the token-level loss to suit the
sentence-level classification task. We further in-
vestigate the importance of the discussion context.

7.3 Model Variants

We investigate the importance of different mod-
eling components by introducing variants to our
proposed model and evaluating their performance
on the TWEETSPIN validation set. These variants
assess the influence of critical aspects: (a) discus-
sion context, (b) different views, and (c) different
fusion techniques. Depending on the fusion tech-
nique, we replace the cross-view transformer with
simple late fusion techniques involving concatena-
tion, mean, and sum of embeddings obtained from
multiple views. View-specific variants include:
MV-PROP, which refers to our full model com-
prising all the three views as shown in Section 5.
MV-PROP-K, which integrates semantic and re-
lational views while removing the knowledge-
enriched view from our model.
MV-PROP-R, which combines semantic and
knowledge-enriched views while removing the re-
lationship structure view from our model.

2In this paper, we performed the stratified shuffle split
using Python’s Scikit-learn module
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Models P R F1 Std.

BERT FT 28.18 27.52 27.85 5.23
BERT FT w/ ctx 34.86 31.19 32.92 4.79
ROBERTA FT w/ ctx 35.16 32.20 33.72 3.27
LATEXPRO 32.27 29.40 30.77 3.96
LATEXPRO w/ ctx 43.76 34.56 38.62 3.24

MV-PROP 68.48 59.62 63.74 1.06

Table 1: Evaluation results on the TWEETSPIN test set.
Std. refers to the standard deviation of the F1-scores
across five runs.

Model P R F1

Views

MV-PROP - K 59.18 50.71 54.62
MV-PROP - R 62.95 49.09 55.16
MV-PROP - S 61.54 52.38 56.60

Fusion

Concat 63.86 54.80 59.56
Mean 64.02 53.34 58.19
Sum 53.91 53.09 57.99

MV-PROP 70.17 59.63 64.47

Table 2: Ablation study on the TWEETSPIN validation
set. We observe that the performance degrades when a
specific view is removed or the cross-view transformer
is replaced with other fusion techniques.

MV-PROP-S, which computes knowledge and re-
lational views while removing the context-aware
semantic view from our model.

7.4 Results

We report the precision, recall, micro-averaged F1
scores and standard deviation of the computed F1
scores across five runs. in Table 1. Notably, the
context plays a critical role in determining the pro-
paganda label. This is evident from an average
∼ 17.8% drop in F1 without the context informa-
tion in the baseline methods. We also find that the
context information reduces the sensitivity of the
models as indicated by a diminished standard devi-
ation value whenever context comes into play. The
results in Table 1 also demonstrate the ability of
our multi-view representations to surpass the other
baseline models by a large margin.

7.4.1 Effect of Multi-view Representations
In addition to experiments that emphasize the im-
portance of the context in Table 1, we study the
necessity of each view by discarding one view at a
time and reporting the relative impact on the perfor-
mance. It is clear from Table 2 that removal of each
view leads to a significant drop in performance with
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Figure 3: Analysis of cross-view transformer on TWEET-
SPIN. Left: Effect of number of cross-view transformer
layers on performance. Right: Impact of cross-view
transformers over simple late fusion method (concate-
nation) by varying the proportion of training samples.

knowledge-enriched view diminishing the perfor-
mance by ∼ 14%. Since K-Adapter model injects
additional knowledge into a pre-trained language
model, it retains the benefits of the semantic rep-
resentation obtained from the language model and
also additionally incorporates both factual knowl-
edge and entity information into the embedding.
Therefore, discarding this component leads to a
significant loss of information. This is the same
reason why the drop in performance is relatively
smaller when the context-aware semantic view is
removed. The embedding from the knowledge-
enriched view partially compensates for the infor-
mation loss when the semantic view is discarded.
We also highlight that the relationship structure
view has a noticeable effect on the recall. We show
sample tweets that were misclassified by our vari-
ants compared to our full model in Table B3 to
further illustrate the importance of our views.

7.4.2 Effect of Cross-View Transformer
To study the effect of the cross-view transformer,
we analyze the following: (a) effect of number of
cross-view transformer layers, (b) impact of cross-
view transformers over simple late fusion methods
such as concat, mean, and sum of embeddings ob-
tained from different views. Figure 3 (left) shows
model performance with varying number of lay-
ers. The performance improves initially with the
increase in number of layers and then drops beyond
a point. The optimal number of layers on the vali-
dation and test datasets is 3. Moreover, Table 2 re-
ports the performance for model variants involving
simple late fusion techniques instead of the cross-
view transformers. Visibly, the best performing late
fusion technique (concat) lags behind the full MV-
PROP model containing cross-view transformer lay-
ers. With a performance drop of ∼ 8%, it is ev-
ident that the cross-view transformer efficiently
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Models F1

LR* 81.7
SVM* 79.5
LSTM* 80.7
LSTMR* 78.9
MV-PROP 84.36

Table 3: Evaluations results on the TWE dataset. *
indicates the scores reported in the original paper (Wang
et al., 2020b).

computes the interaction between multi-view rep-
resentations. Further, we vary the proportion of
the training data and evaluate the potential impact
of the cross-view transformer. We observe that
our model with the cross-view transformer allows
for quicker learning than the simple concatenation-
based late fusion strategy. Figure 3 (right) shows
that our full MV-PROP model plateaus closer to the
best F1 score with ∼ 60% of the training data.

7.5 Performance on Unseen In-Domain
dataset

Wang et al. (2020b) constructed a TWE dataset by
combining two pre-existing datasets, the Twitter
IRA corpus (Edgett, 2017) and the “twitter7” data
from SNAP (Yang and Leskovec, 2011) as propa-
gandistic and non-propagandistic data respectively.
However, this dataset doesn’t contain the discus-
sion context that is critical to exploit the full poten-
tial of our MV-PROP model. Table 3 shows evalu-
ations on the TWE dataset. Though certain views
like the relationship structure view may not be uti-
lized to their capabilities due to the lack of the dis-
cussion context, our MV-PROP model is able to sig-
nificantly outperform the baselines used in the orig-
inal work. Notably, our trained MV-PROP model
performs well on the unseen in-domain dataset.

7.6 Performance on Cross-Domain Dataset

We hypothesize that our full model trained on
the TWEETSPIN dataset is transferable to a cross-
domain dataset like news articles. To verify this,
we conduct an experiment on the Propaganda
Techniques Corpus (PTC) (Da San Martino et al.,
2019b), which is a manually annotated dataset for
propaganda detection. Given that our model de-
tects propaganda at the tweet level, we perform
the sentence level propaganda detection (SLC) task
from Da San Martino et al. (2019b) that determines
whether a given sentence from a news article is pro-

Models P R F1
Random 30.48 51.04 38.16
All-Propaganda 30.54 100.00 46.80
Fine-tuned BERT*1 63.20 53.16 57.74
BERT-Joint*1 62.84 55.46 58.91
MGN*1 60.41 61.58 60.98
Proper Gander*2 56.50 70.10 62.56
LatexPRO*3 (L) 56.53 73.17 63.79
LatexPRO*3 (L+T) 59.04 71.66 64.74
MV-PROP (ZS) 54.08 62.75 58.09
MV-PROP (FT) 64.35 84.58 73.09

Table 4: Evaluation results on the test set of PTC dataset
for the sentence level propaganda classification (SLC)
task.* refers to the scores reported from their original
work. 1 refers to (Da San Martino et al., 2019b), 2
refers to (Madabushi et al., 2020), 3 refers to (Wang
et al., 2020d). ZS refers to zero-shot and FS to fine-
tuned variants of our model. All-Propaganda model
always classifies the input text as propagandstic.

pagandistic. We train a zero-shot (MV-PROP (ZS))
variant of our model that directly takes the input
from the PTC dataset and outputs the likelihood of
it being propagandistic. With a threshold of 0.6,
our model performs comparably to the fine-tuned
BERT model, showing that our model demonstrates
transfer capability to a similar task in the news do-
main. Further, we fine-tune our MV-PROP model
(MV-PROP (FT)) using the PTC training set and
observe that we outperform other benchmarks for
the SLC task. Results are shown in Table 4.

8 Conclusion

We introduced TWEETSPIN, a corpus of tweets
containing weak labels of fine-grained propaganda
techniques. Next, we presented a transformer-
based multi-view propaganda detection model, MV-
PROP, that integrates multi-view contextual embed-
dings via pairwise cross-view transformers. We
demonstrate how the semantic, relational, and
knowledge view enrichment of the input tweet
text leads to significant performance improvement
over other baseline methods. Our experiments
also demonstrated the transferability of our trained
model to propaganda detection for news articles.
The main limitation of our work is the reliance on
weak annotations of Twitter data, which is unavoid-
able given the scale of our dataset. Future work
could investigate leveraging the multi-view repre-
sentations for span-level detection of fine-grained
propaganda techniques.
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9 Ethics Statement

Social media has become a battleground for pro-
paganda and influence campaigns. This paper is
an attempt to provide a dataset and models for de-
tecting various propaganda techniques on Twitter
to aid with the fight against this scourge on so-
ciety. We release TWEETSPIN, a Twitter corpus
containing weak-annotations of fine-grained propa-
ganda. Consistent with Twitter TOS, TWEETSPIN

contains only tweet IDs (with code provided to hy-
drate them) and no identifying information. Given
the nature of the task the dataset contains poten-
tially offensive and hateful language which should
be taken into consideration. Additionally it is pos-
sible that our models, analyses, and dataset can
potentially be used to create more advanced and
harder to detect propaganda techniques. Though
we should be aware of this possibility it is impera-
tive that we in the research community stay ahead
of miscreants by actively pushing this field for-
ward. Finally, our models can lead to false positives
where a user is falsely accused of spreading pro-
paganda. Thus, it is important that the techniques
presented here be used as a part of a larger effort
to combat propaganda with humans in the loop for
checks and balances.

TWEETSPIN was validated using MTurk. The
annotators were paid 0.08 USD per task which took
on average 30 seconds, for an hourly rate of 9.6
USD, above the federal and our state’s minimum
wage.
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A Experiment Platform

All the experiments were conducted on a
Ubuntu 20.04 system, with 2.10GHz Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU and 8-core NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1080Ti/11GB. Our models were implemented us-
ing Pytorch 1.4 with CUDA 10.1.

B Additional Information and Examples

Table B1 shows the statistics of the TWEETSPIN

dataset. Table B2 lists the common phrases related
to different propaganda techniques used in our data
collection process. Table B3 shows sample tweets
that were misclassified by our model variants in
comparison to our full MV-PROP model. Finally,
Figure B1 illustrates the speaker dependency graph
related to a sample tweet thread.

Dataset Statistics

#Total Propaganda Tweets 157,327
#Total Non-Propaganda Tweets 53,165
% of tweets with discussion context 59.06
Avg. discussion context length 3.15
Avg. #users in discussion context 2.26

Propaganda technique # Tweets

Loaded Language 18,365
Name Calling/Labeling 17,096
Reductio Ad Hitelerium 15,677
Doubt 14,993
Appeal To Fear/Prejudice 14,654
Whataboutism 13,887
Repetition 13,285
Slogans 10,190
Appeal To Authority 8,539
Flag-Waving 7,675
Exaggeration, Minimization 5,416
Black-And-White Fallacy 4,872
Thought-terminating cliches 3,781
Bandwagon 2,547
Red Herring 2,315
Causal oversimplification 1,790
Straw man 1,265
O, I, C 1,048

Table B1: TWEETSPIN Dataset statistics . O, I, C refers
to “Obfuscation, Intentional Vagueness, Confusion”.
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Propaganda Techniques Common Phrases
Loaded Language List of words/phrases: https://

examples.yourdictionary.com/
loaded-language-examples.html

Name Calling "Commie", "Fascist", "Pig", "Yuppie", "Libtard", "Extremist",
"Terrorist", "Snowflake", "Cuck"

Appeal to Authority "Experts have warned", "Experts say ... ", "As an expert in ...
", "As a[n] [occupation*], I can say ....", "[PERSON] advises/
urges/ suggests" *https://learnersdictionary.com/
3000-words/topic/jobs-professions

Doubt "Lied to us", "Lying to us", "covering up", "cover up", "not being
told the truth", "not adding up", "official story", "fake story"

Bandwagon "Almost all/ Most/ Majority of [Nation or ethnic groups*]"
*https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lists_of_
people_by_nationality

Flag Waving "[Nation/State] first", "Nation" + [Positive Word*
], "Anti-[Nation/State]", "True patriots/nationalist"
*https://ptrckprry.com/course/ssd/data/
positive-words.txt

Reductio Ad Hitlerum "Hitler, Stalin", "[PERSON] is a communist/marxist/nazi/fascist",
"[ORG] are communists/marxists/nazis/fascists"

Black & White Fallacy "No other way...", "No alternative to ...", "No other option ...", "no
better way"

Whataboutism "The media ignores", "Nobody talks/mentions/speaks about ...",
"But What about", "Don’t focus on ..., but ..."

Table B2: List of common phrases related to different propaganda techniques used in the data collection. Note that
some of the language used here is potentially offensive.
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Tweet True Label Model Predicted
Label

Context: A discussion about AR15 Guns for hunting
And no one needs a BMW o a$1000 suit or a Rolex
instead of a Timex. It’s what one wants, not needs.
Many people want an AR15...You remind me of an
unelected bureaucrat in a position of power,...

Straw man
MV-PROP-S [Loaded

language,
Whataboutism]

MV-PROP [Straw man,
Whataboutism]

Context: A discussion about student loans
You’re right. Being able to sign away your life & go
to war & die is definitely less that debt.

Red Herring
MV-PROP - R [Straw man,

Exaggera-
tion]

MV-PROP [Red Her-
ring, Straw
man]

Context: A discussion about Presidential Elections
2020
This is ’Democracy’, Venezuela-style. Or Cuba. Or
China. Or the Soviet Union. Or a certain Central
European country in the 1930’s.

Reductio
Ad
Hitlerum

MV-PROP - K [Non Propa-
ganda, Red
Herring]

MV-PROP [Reductio
Ad
Hitlerum,
Straw man]

Table B3: Sample tweets which were misclassified by our model variants in comparison to our full MV-PROP model.
We report the top 2 ranked predictions.
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I see no reason to denounce, condemn,
or otherwise even care about "ABC"

challenging the Electoral College.
Democrats have done it since 2000 in
each election where the GOP won and

no one cared then either.

Whataboutism again? "ABC" is a
fraud. No citizen of any party should

vote for him for anything again. That’s
all you had to say.

A new XYZ poll shows that 47% of likely
voters believe "there was enough fraud to
ensure ABC would win" This isn't some
sort of 'conspiracy theory' when half of

America believes it. Where is the activist
media? Where is the DOJ? RT!

This is what's called the bandwagon
fallacy. Just because a lot of people

believe something, that doesn't make it
true.

I don't want to be treated like someone's
daughter. This is a nice sentiment, but I want
to be treated like a human being, and I don't
want to be infantilized in order to have my
thoughts and feelings considered by men.

What about us who's abusers were IN
the family? Those men were already

treating us like their daughters, sisters,
cousins.

User 1

User 2

Your party has literally spent decades falsely
accusing pro-choice Americans of murder.

You are trying to justify murder. This has been
done before - the NAZIs defined certain people
as less than human before slaughtering them.

Reductio ad hitlerium is a technical foul.
You may as well condemn people for

wearing Hugo Boss because the Nazis did.

User 1

User 3

User 2

Why did President Biden barely address
the border crisis last night? 

Because he created it and has no plan to
fix it.

I don’t watch anything President Biden
says or does. He does not instill

confidence. He makes this country
appear weak. This Country needs a
Leader , one who’ll take command!

What has he done to make the
country look week? What about his
policies has made you feel like you
can't rely on him. In the first 100

days, he has done more for the people
than Trump did in the last six years
since he started talking about being

president. tRump sowed division

I don’t know what your looking at but I
loved President Trump. He made me and
plenty of people proud to be Americans.
It’s all about perspective. I’ll stand by

him whether he seeks the office again or
supports whomever he feels is best for

this country.

So, you said president Biden make
you ill, I rebutted that, and then you
use an unrelated topic to counter my

rebuttal. This is called a Red Herring.
It is a fallacy. You should look at how

fallacy rules your world.
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Figure B1: (a) Sample tweet thread where speaker dependencies can determine the propaganda technique; (b)
Speaker-dependent structural relationship for the discussion thread in (a).
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